Electronic Trade Routing

Advanced Software. Engineered for Speed.

CQG delivers the fastest order routing solutions for traders at proprietary trading firms, hedge funds, financial institutions, CTAs, and FCMs.

CQG Hosted Exchange Gateways provide cost-effective, secure, and low-latency access to major cash and futures exchanges worldwide.

Find Out More About...

- Order routing connections to over thirty-five electronic exchanges
- The industry's most advanced front-end trading interfaces
- CQG Smart Orders
- Consolidated analytics and order routing
CQG Trade Routing Solutions

Traders require speed of execution. CQG delivers the fastest order routing connections in the industry through our network of Hosted Exchange Gateways. CQG offers unique order routing interfaces and CQG Smart Orders.

Order Routing Connections
Today’s trader needs reliable high-speed access to electronic markets. CQG Hosted Exchange Gateways provide our customers with low-latency connections to over thirty-five major cash and futures exchanges. CQG manages direct market connections for over forty partner clearing firms, enabling them to focus on core trading operations and customer business.

The Industry’s Most Advanced Front-End Trading Tools
CQG’s dynamic order routing tools provide key market information. Features include depth-of-market views on price ladders, trading directly from the charts, integration with analytics, and quote pages. Order routing tools and features include:
- CQG Spreader
- DOMTrader®
- Spread Matrix
- Spread Pyramid
- Order Ticket

CQG Smart Orders
CQG supports both exchange-supported and synthetic orders. Each Smart Order has unique features designed to aid the trader for better order and trade management. Smart Orders include:
- DOM-triggered stops/stop limits
- Trailing limits
- Trailing stops/stop limits
- Order cancels-order
- Bracket orders
- Iceberg orders
- Negative offset stop limits

Integrated Analytics and Order Routing
CQG enables traders to set up pages combining charts, studies, quote displays, and order routing interfaces. In addition, traders can develop and backtest trading systems and perform options analysis.
- Real-time and historical market data from over one hundred global sources
- Fifteen chart styles, including CQG’s exclusive TFlow®
- Over one hundred basic and custom studies
- Eight different styles of quote displays

Exchange Connections
- Australian Securities Exchange
- BGC US Treasuries
- BME/ESPA
- Borsa Italiana
- CBOE Futures Exchange
- Chicago Board of Trade
- Chicago Climate Futures Exchange
- Chicago Mercantile Exchange
- Dubai Mercantile Exchange
- European Climate Exchange
- European Energy Exchange
- EEX
- Eurex
- European Climate Exchange
- European Energy Exchange
- Fxall
- Globex
- Hong Kong Futures Exchange
- ICAP BrokerTec
- ICE Futures
- Kansas City Board of Trade
- Korea Exchange
- London Metal Exchange
- Mexican Derivatives Exchange
- Minneapolis Grain Exchange
- Montreal Climate Exchange
- Montreal Exchange
- Nord Pool
- NYMEX COMEX
- NYMEX (Globex)
- NYSE Euronext LIFFE
- NYSE Euronext MATIF
- NYSE Euronext Metals
- OneChicago
- Osaka Securities Exchange
- RTS Stock Exchange
- Singapore Exchange
- Tokyo Commodity Exchange
- Tokyo Financial Exchange
- Tokyo Stock Exchange
CQG: Everything Your Traders Need

Quality, Innovation, and Superior Service

Consolidated Market Data
Connect globally.
CQG delivers a high-speed consolidated market data feed covering multiple asset classes. Dedicated teams in five locations across the globe actively maintain real-time and historical data quality. We handle ever-increasing market data volumes so you don’t have to.

Decision-Making Tools
Make better decisions.
Powerful, flexible, and easy to use, CQG charts and studies combine with the best real-time and historical market data in the business to provide traders with critical insight into market activity.

News Coverage for Traders
Monitor market-driving events.
CQG’s innovative news display, search capabilities, and chart-linking to headlines provide traders with the perfect view of news and market action.

API Trading Solutions
Integrate trading applications with CQG’s exchange network.
CQG’s client and server APIs allow customers to route orders from third-party and proprietary trading applications to the CQG Hosted Exchange Gateways.

Market Data API Solutions
Power your system with CQG market data.
Customers can now leverage CQG’s legendary speed and reliability by feeding proprietary and third-party applications with market data from over one hundred sources.

Enterprise Data Solutions
Analyze your data with CQG.
CQG software combines the world’s most sophisticated analysis tools with our high-performance market data feed to enable your decision making and execution.
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